Institutions Should Be Assisted
By Government In Giving More Aid

The annual meeting of the National Association of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges was held recently in Washington, D.C. Dr. Jesse Marshall represented A&T in the area of Student Affairs.

The main topic of the first meeting's was "Student Financial Aid." Views were expressed on a new Title IV, and financial aid should encourage students to work their way through school. The university should assist institutions in providing employment opportunities and co-operative education programs.

Continuing O'Hara said a "free ride" for students who "show exceptional academic promise" should be explored. To encourage students to work their way through school, O'Hara said, the government should assist institutions in providing employment opportunities and co-operative education programs.

Many of the delegates to the conference described about such activities as "going into African villages in an effort to change stereotypes." Participating in the two-day conference sponsored by the Phelps Stokes Fund and New York City, are 30 college educators from across the nation. "Hopefully we are going to extend this program," said Marty Burns, the Phelps Stokes program officer. "The Africans themselves are very excited about the program, and during their travels, our people have had access to all levels of government."

Dr. Marshall is assistant coordinator of the Southeast regional meeting.

Tribute Paid To Zoe Barbee

By Mary E. Cropps

A cultural memorial tribute to Mrs. Zoe Parks Barbee was held Monday evening in Harrison Auditorium. The program included music, dance, and poetry.

Adrienne Weekes explained why a cultural memorial was necessary by saying that it reflects the accomplishments of the person who has gone from our lives. She emphasized the idea that the students should carry on Barbee's struggle for human rights.

Dr. Jimmy Williams described Mrs. Barbee as a person who played many parts. He pointed out the fact that the name "Zoe" means "life," "She lived life to the fullest," Dr. Williams observed.

"Something Special," an original poem, was presented by KOKO Rasyayon. The audience responded to Rasyayon's deep voice and hard-hitting words with a rousing applause.

Claudette Franklin, Evelyn Trouth and Adrienne Weekes paid tribute to the memory of Mrs. Barbee with a creative dance. Debbie Hawkins and
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Scholarship Funds Increase

By Daryl Smith

There have been many rumors circulating around campus concerning the money that the Alumni Association has been using for student scholarships.

Joseph Williams is the Executive Director of National Affairs here at A&T. Williams said, "The money used in 1972 to 1973 for scholarships was somewhere in the figure of 60%. Within the same period, the cost of new programs increased, and therefore, there will be additional funds available on the University, Williams said. "We have a certain number of people that, once they obtain their social rank and status, they don't need to disassociate themselves from their alma mater."

"We have what we call the incentive programs, which four areas are concentrated on: (A) Location or updating our Alumni file (B) Cultivating or encouraging "activation." (C) Education of introduction of new material(D) Participation for full support of A&T."

As of now we have 13,000 members on file with about 1,000 active members or donors in the association.

The active Alumni Association is increasing every year, and has increased almost 40% within a three-year period. By 1977 the projected figure will be about 20,000."

"We have a certain number of people who graduate from A&T and then turn their backs on the University, Williams said. "We have a certain number of people that, once they obtain their social rank and status, they tend to disassociate themselves from their alma mater."
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Money, Money, Money! This is the problem for you and me as the North Carolina A&T University Alumni Association.

There has been a growing concern regarding the use of the money raised during the Annual Alumni Fund raising campaign, primarily the money used for scholarships.

Mr. Joseph Williams, the executive director of the National Alumni Affairs said that in 1972 and 1973 60% of the money raised went to the scholarship program. This may have been true, but some other people say that only 20% of the money that is raised is used by the students.

According to E. H. Preston, Jr., president of the Association, "the Executive Council is aware of the concern of the members regarding the amount and percentage of money collected and turned over to the Foundation to support scholarships; and, during the meeting held in Winston-Salem, North Carolina, on January 25, 1975, a motion was passed and procedures established concerning the proportion of funds raised and forwarded for scholarships. The motion consisted of two parts—First, it was stipulated that the amount of money expended by the Association during this Fiscal year will not exceed the amount already budgeted and approved at the annual meeting in May, 1974. Secondly, it stimulated that fifty percent of all money raised, during the current campaign be turned over to the Foundation for Scholarships."

The important fact now is that all money raised is not used for scholarships, but for things just as important, such as: 1. lobbying power in the State Legislature or 2. The day-to-day operations of the Association and 3. funds to cover mailing and handling cost.

There have been reports that there has been some ill use of money within the Alumni Association; if this is true the Register would like to be the first to know, for this is a student concern and this is a student newspaper.

All leading editorialists are written by the editor of THE A&T REGISTER. Such editorials will not carry a byline and will not reflect the opinions of the University or the entire staff. Staff members are free to write dissenting opinions.

The A&T Register
Published twice weekly during the school year by students of A&T State University.
To receive the Register, please send $7.50 to THE A&T REGISTER, Box E-25, Greensboro, North Carolina 27401, to cover mailing and handling cost.
Member: Associated Collegiate Press.

Black Administrators Needed

Published in hard back for about a year, one book has just come to my notice—something to say about Black higher education. Originally done as a doctoral dissertation, "A Study of the Public - Assisted Black College Presidency" is a result of interviews and other data compiled concerning chief administrators in Black institutions of higher education, one of which institutions was A&T.

The author of the book, Dr. Johnny Ray Hill, had some informing and candid things to say about higher education. Concentrating on the presidents of the colleges, he notes that Black college presidents held on to much of the authority they possessed long after the necessity in earlier days when Black colleges had to depend on the goodwill of philanthropists and legislators to an extremely decisive degree. He notes that presidents often had to make decisions far more than is done now that had crucial bearing upon the final results, is man himself—not technology, machinery, or services for human consumption and usage.

From these and many other arguments, technology appears to be much tolerated and even desired evil, intended to eventually turn up its creator (man) with uncontrollable force and destruction.

These final predicted results may very well be factual in content, the H argues that the arguments presented concerning the final results, is man himself—not technology, Who or what determines whether good or evil prevails. So far the bad has outweighed the good as man has been more interested in creating weapons of destruction than the needs of man.

Man has dealt sufficiently with technology but has proved incapable of dealing with himself. Greed has caused him to organize technology in such a manner that renders technology a "necessary evil." The final result will yield "here lies man" killed indirectly by technology (evility organized), and directed by himself (the organizer).

By Ted L. Mangum
In this era of modern technology, much has been made of man's inevitable path to self-destruction based upon his continuous creation of the monster called technology. Some say that automatic, the possible type of technology, will lead to massive unemployment, thus causing economic collapse and political chaos.

Some preach that the technological advancement of technology has allowed man to create weapons that will eventually destroy all of man's creation. Still another argument forwarded is that technology, machinery, or automation does not give consideration to human factors often necessary in producing products and services for human consumption and usage.
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Information To Be Used
In Classroom Teaching

(Continued from Page 1)
conference spent the past two summers studying and traveling in West Africa.

“With the information they brought back,” said Burns, “we are going to compile lesson plans, and to fuse

The Phelps Stokes Fund has already planned a new
conference spent the past two summers studying and traveling in West Africa. Bennett moved the
...
Spruill Scores 34 In Aggie Victory Over Howard

By Craig Turner

Following a heartbreaking 24-hour defeat at Morgan State from a first round NCAA Division II Champion, A&T traveled to Washington, D.C., Saturday night to defeat Howard, 80-76. The win assured the Aggies at least a tie for the MEAC season Championship.

The Aggies controlled the tempo and the game almost completely from the start, although they never really pulled away at any time. A&T appeared tight in the early going, falling behind 19-16 with 11:34 left in the first half.

Coach Warren Reynolds decided to apply pressure to Howard's strictly man-to-man defense by placing 6-6 Solomon Cubert and 6-7 Ron Johnson underneath and allowing guard Alphonso Spruill to penetrate the lanes with freshman James Sparrow. Along with reserve Ray Perry's excellent outside shooting, the Aggies quickly regained a 17-26 margin.

Howard's defense began to run smoothly. The Bison, in turn, stayed close to inspire the rest of the Aggies defense. Howard had seemingly pulled completely from the start, although they never really pulled away at any time. A&T appeared tight in the early going, falling behind 19-16 with 11:34 left in the first half.

A&T fell into much the same pattern after the midway break. It was caught in bad positions off the boards. Spruill kept A&T out in front with sparkling floor play and writing shooting.

Sparrow's performance seemed to inspire the rest of the Aggies and the now-famed "Diamond" offense began to run smoothly. The Bison, in turn, stayed close to inspire the rest of the Aggies defense. Howard had seemingly pulled completely from the start, although they never really pulled away at any time. A&T appeared tight in the early going, falling behind 19-16 with 11:34 left in the first half.

The win moved A&T to 9-2 in MEAC action and 14-7 overall. The Aggies can clinch the title outright Friday night when they travel to North Carolina Central in the season finale. Game time is set for 8 p.m. on the Durham campus.

Hewlett-Packard introduces a smaller uncompromising calculator: The HP-21 Scientific.

Now $125.00 buys:

• More power than our HP-35. 52 pre-programmed functions and operations vs. 22 for our HP-35. The HP-21 performs all log and trig functions, the latter in radians or degrees. It's our only calculator short of the HP-45 that lets you:
  • convert polar to rectangular coordinates, and
  • back again (→P, →R);
  • do full register arithmetic (M+, M-, MX, M÷);
  • calculate a common antilog (10^X) with a single keystroke.

The HP-21 also performs all basic data manipulations (1/X, y^x, √y, R^X) and executes all pre-programmed functions in one second or less. In sum, it's designed to solve tomorrow's problems as well as today's.

Smaller size: 6 ounces vs. 9 ounces for our HP-35.

Full display formatting: The display key (DSP) lets you choose between fixed decimal and scientific notation and lets you control the number of places displayed. (The HP-21 always uses 10 digits internally.)

If a number is too large or small for fixed decimal display, the HP-21 switches automatically to scientific. It never confuses a smaller number with zero.

Finally, if you give the HP-21 an impossible instruction, or data entry or RPN logic system means for you:
  • You can evaluate any expression without re-structuring beforehand. You never work with more than two numbers at once.
  • You can solve all problems—no matter how complex—step by step at a time.
  • You can re-use numbers without re-entering them. The HP-21 becomes your scratch pad.

HP quality craftsmanship. One reason Nobel Prize winners, astronauts, conquerors of Everest, America's Cup navigators and over 500,000 other professionals own H-P calculators.

Your bookstore will give you a demonstration today. Challenge our new HP-21 with your problems. See for yourself how much performance $125.00* can buy. If your bookstore doesn't have the HP-21 yet, call us at 800-534-7922 (in Calif. 800-662-9862) for the name of a dealer who does.

*Suggested retail price excluding applicable state and local taxes.

Hewlett-Packard

Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries.

Dept. 656, 1930 Rosewood Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014